What's Your Style?
BY GARDNER OUTDOOR AND POOL REMODELING

Unless you are planning a simple like-for-like pool remodel,
you can completely redesign many of the elements which will transform the look of
your backyard. Your choices will depend on your style, how you plan to utilize the
space and your budget. This is probably the first real “fork in the road” on the path
to your Perfect Pool or Spa remodel. Are you happy with a backyard pool or spa
that you may have “inherited” when you purchased the home or may be outdated?
Does the current design support your overall vision, how you entertain, your leisure
lifestyle and match the architecture or style of your home? There are so many
choices to consider and only a truly experienced Contractor can help guide you.
Here are some of the elements to consider when you plan.

POOL FINISH
If you want a neutral look to the finish and allow the focal point to be elsewhere, choose
White or a Light Grey color. All finish types, plaster, quartz, and even pebble will offer
these colors. White will create a fresh, inviting blue watercolor. Greys, depending on the
shades, will range from bright blues to deeper, more Caribbean looking water.

Light Grey

Medium Grey

DarkGrey

Note the mottling becomes more pronounced as more dye was added.
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If you prefer a more dramatic pool water, review the darker finishes available. Be
aware that the darker the finish, meaning the adding of more dye, of plaster or quartz,
the more chance of mottling.

Mottling can range from light to severe and it can be lessened by an acid wash
depending on finish type.
If you do not like mottling, which some interpret as a more natural look, then select a
pebble, mini or regular, or a glass/pebble hybrid which displays deeper colors with
much less or no mottling. Select the pebble size that best matches your pool or spa
usage. Larger pebbles will be slightly rougher on tender hands and feet.

Pool finish choices include several factors.
Longevity
How long the finish should last. This will also depend on how well the water chemistry is
maintained. Plaster finishes are rated to last 8 to 10 years, quartz finishes about 15
years and pebble finishes approximately 20 to 25 years. Of course, each come with their
own price point that relates to their expected longevity. If you plan to remain in the
home for a long time, a pebble finish might be your most economic choice long-term.
Texture
This might be a consideration depending on your expected usage of the pool. A
smoother texture, while easier on tender hands and feet, may be more slippery than a
pebble finish, however, a large pebble finish can be a little rough. Discuss how you plan
to use the pool before making this decision.
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Color
While the color of the finish may attract you, you must take into consideration the
color of the pool water, also. While tan finishes may have that beautiful beach by the
ocean look, it will create a greenish watercolor. You will see less of the finish color the
deeper or more shaded the water is – in those areas, it is the watercolor that is of
paramount importance. Finish colors at the shallow end will even be different as you
look at the steps descending into the pool. The same color finish in a neighbor’s pool
may look different in yours due to such factors as shade and nearby landscaping. Pool
finish samples will not tell you the full story.

3 DIFFERENT FINISHES:

White Plaster

Pebble Sheen Black Onyx

Pebble Sheen Prism Blue
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TILE
By far, most tile in pools are in ceramic or glass. You cannot use porcelain tile as you
would in a kitchen or bathroom because it is not fired to the temperature needed to
withstand the impact of water chemistry over time. Your Contractor should guide you
to make the right choice for the look and style, as well as quality.
Tile is going to be a very personal choice. There are tiles that look like stone for a more
natural, set in nature, appeal. Then there are very stylized, complex-looking tiles with
intricate designs and bright colors. These may become a focal point of the backyard
since they pop more especially when place below a neutral coping and white plaster.
Regardless of your choice, be aware of the relationship between tile and grout. The
standard waterline tile is 6”. If you select a tile that is a set of 3” x 3”, you will see much
more grout lines. That increase dramatically with 1” x 1” tile. When you look at a
sample tile on a backer board it typically will not include grout, so you must consider
this with your imagination.
What color grout? Note that colored grout will fade over time under the waterline due
to chlorine. However, white grout may be more obvious depending on the color of the
tile. Since the fading only takes place under water, this may not bother you. Also, if you
are tiling raised walls that will match your waterline, you will be seeing a larger area,
possibly, than a 6” height, so a busy tile may look even busier. All of this must be part
of your consideration.
Glass tile will slow down the remodel schedule because when used in waterline and
some other areas, it is required by the installer to wait 21 days after installation to
grout. Ceramic tile does not need this delay and can be grouted the same day of
installation. This delay does not apply in some cases such as glass trim tile which is
installed on the edges of steps or benches. A touch of glass on steps is a great way to
add some bling to your pool or spa.
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If you have or add an infinity edge to your pool, tile will typically be used on the top
edge where the water runs off since pool finishes can not be out of water. Also, tile is
used to accomplish beach entries into pool – that gradual slope into the pool instead
of steps. While there are no rules regarding using the same tiles in different places in
your pool, keep this in mind while making selections.
Another spot for an added touch tile can create is on the surface of a Baja Reef Shelf.
The tile might match the waterline for a cohesive look or might be a completely
different tile to really stand out – gives it that surprise factor.
Mosaics can be a relatively inexpensive pool addition yet fun or artistic. Custom
mosaics can be manufactured to give your pool a truly personal touch. Mosaics with a
drop shadow as part of the design look amazing underwater – as if they are truly
floating above the pool floor or steps. A popular use of mosaics, such as turtles, is on
steps “leading” the swimmer into the water. Well-placed mosaics scattered along the
pool bottom can be turned into a swimming and
diving game for young people. “Touch the Porpoise, turtle and starfish in that order!”
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When selecting the tile for the top of your spa dam wall (the wall between the spa and
the pool) or called Spillway Tile, keep in mind you have some choices: straight edge,
surface bullnose or quarter rounds.

Straight Edge
Most, but not all, tiles only come in straight
edge, so you will not have a choice.
Straight edge is a clean edge but requires
a thicker grout joint to cover and grout
tends to crack over time. If this does not
appeal to you, ask your Contractor to only
show you tiles that come in either Surface
Bullnose or Quarter Rounds.
Straight Edge tile forces wide grout line
that can crack over time.

Surface Bullnose
The edge of the tile is manufactured to
include a sloped curve. This allows for a
thinner grout joint and a nice finished look.

Surface Bullnose tile
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Quarter Rounds
These will be separate smaller pieces in
the same style and color as the main tile to
be used on the edges of the dam wall like
surface bullnose except there is an extra
grout joint behind the tile. Better than
straight edge but not as perfect as
Surface Bullnose.

Quarter Rounds maintain a thin grout line on face
of Spa Dam Wall, does add an extra grout line
behind the quarter round on top.

Radius Installations
If your dam wall is radiused, be sure to ask
your Contractor questions on how they will
install. What you do not want is what is called
“pie cuts”. Pie cuts are a quicker installation
but a sloppier look of the result because all
the contractor is doing is making straight
cuts to the tile forcing a pie looking grout line
– wider at one end and thinner at the other.
What you want is even grout lines where the
contractor cuts the tile on the angle that fits
the radius. This is an example of an area a
Pool Owner would never think to ask and
makes the difference in a quality job or not.
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No pie cuts.

COPING
Coping has a wide range in materials and colors and can dramatically impact the look
around your pool or spa. From blending into the deck and visually disappearing up the
edge of the pool to a dramatic and bold look that outlines the body of water. A tan
cement deck blending into tan coping with a stone of similar color tile will really make the
watercolor be the star of the show. While a deep red brick coping or a colored precast
becomes its own design element.
Brick, Flagstone, Travertine, Pavers, Porcelain, Limestone, Precast, which is concrete, and
Natural Stone are only some of the hardier coping choices that will last many years
around a pool and will not need much maintenance. Each has its pros and cons, though.
While many materials are available for pool coping, some may not be great choices
because of their lack of resistance to the necessary chemicals used in pool or spa water.
Some materials will discolor,
flake, or disintegrate over time. Those will probably need to be sealed at least annually.
Make this part of your consideration regarding maintenance. You may love the look of a
coping selection but must be able to seal annually or pay someone else to seal. Others
may not require sealing and are maintenance-free.
Cantilever decks are decks designed to continue to the edge of the pool or spa and
eliminates the need for coping. You will see these types of decks more often at
commercial pools. The challenge with a cantilever deck is they tend to crack over time
because they do not have that cushion of mastic to allow free movement. These have
mostly gone out of style due to this issue but are still possible. If you like this look, be
sure to discuss how many expansion joints your contractor will design into the pour. The
more joints, the less chance of cracking.
Just like tile, the smaller the coping the more grout, you will see. Form and Pour coping
will give you much fewer grout lines. Another advantage is you will be able to choose the
color and type of edge you prefer such as bullnose or a modern square nose. Look at any
cement sidewalk in the world and you will see discoloration and cracks. The same applies
to any poured cement product such as coping and decking. Even the amount of shade
around your pool will affect the curing and final coloration of coping or decking.
Natural or man-made stones/boulders is another option. Some prefer the entire coping
to be done in boulders giving a natural, pond-like look to the pool or spa while others just
want to strategically place a few well-designed boulders to offer some height and
interest. If you select man-made boulders, review past work very carefully. This is an area
where area which requires a true artistic touch. A badly made or colored boulder can give
a fake look, detracting from the original natural-looking goal.
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OTHER FACTORS TO KEEP IN MIND

Tile Coping may need to have a nonslip surface applied.

Affordability – the price for coping
will range widely.

Heat retention – some coping can be
very hot on high temp days.

Pie cuts – same as the tile on
radiuses. Typically, most pools have
radiuses, particularly at the corners.
The same applies – you want the
Contractor to cut the coping where
you do NOT have pie cuts and thick
and think grout lines.

How the coping is mounted or
installed will change the look of the
edge

No Pie Cuts
- the Gardner Way

Pie Cuts
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WATER FEATURES
Adding water features can be one of the
more expensive changes you can make to a
pool
or spa, however, can be the most impactful.
The price depends on what work you may
already be doing.
For example, if you are replumbing your
pool, it should not be expensive to add deck
jets because the Contractor is already
trenching around the pool. That would be a
great addition and fun factor to a pool for a
small investment. Deck jets can add a
sophisticated “fountain” look to a pool. You
may consider adding lighting that colors the
jetted water for a truly spectacular look.

Deck jets

On the other hand, adding an Infinity wall
will probably cost quite a bit. If you are
interested in an Infinity wall, which can turn
a ho-hum pool into a work of art, confirm
that your contractor is very experienced in
this area.
Infinity walls must be installed remarkably
close to perfect to allow that smooth flow of
water consistently from end to end. Off by
even a fraction of an inch and you will see
dry spots that receive not water flow.

Perfect Infinity Edge. Does not need a water
background for a beautiful look.
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A well-done infinity edge will give the
illusion of the pool continuing to the
horizon, of course, depending on the view
behind the pool.
For an infinity edge to have an effect, it
does not need to have a water background.

Yes, even a Spa can have an Infinity Edge.

The range of water features is quite large
and depends on the depth of your budget.
Sheer Descents which are small waterfalls
from raised bond beam walls are a nice
touch. If doing more than one, consider odd
numbers. 3 is usually the best. Width of the
sheers is another factor. If installing 3, you
might want to consider a wider one in the
center flanked by 2 less wide.

Can you find the Infinity Wall? It is there!

Think about the height above water of the
sheer descents and the noise level they will
create when running. You do not want the
waterfall to be so loud that guests standing
around the pool must raise their voices to
be heard. You can try pouring a bucket of
water into the pool from different heights
to get an idea. Balance beauty with
functionality.
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An alternative to Sheer Descents is
adding a notch or two to the dam
wall of your spa – that is the wall
between a raised spa and the pool.
The water can either flow relatively
noiselessly over the dam wall running
down the side of the wall or you can
have notches put in the design of the
wall creating mini waterfalls.
Whatever material is selected for the
top of the dam wall will typically jut
out a half-inch or so to create that
clean waterfall effect.

STRUCTURAL
CHANGES
Again, depending on your
budget, there are many
structural changes you can
make to a pool or spa.
Shamu or Baja Reef Shelf
are affordable additions
that may impact the
swimming lane but offer a
nice spot for leisure.
Consider how you plan on
using the pool postremodel to make the right
decision for you. Do not
forget to ask for an
umbrella sleeve to be predrilled into the shelf.

Forming the Baja Shelf

Added rebar for structural integirty

Shotcrete added

Finished
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You could also add benches or tables and stools inside the pool to create resting or
conversation areas.
Raising the bond beam wall of a pool can create an opportunity for water features, tile
designs, adding a seating place, or simply giving some visual height to an otherwise
flat, featureless area.
A beach entry, mild slope to enter and exit the pool, can be for a unique touch as well
as functional for those who struggle with steps. Be sure to discuss non-slip tile
alternatives.
Of course, an infinity edge, as mentioned above, is both a structural change and a
water feature.

BOTTOM-LINE
A pool professional can provide options and features based on the “feel” you are trying
to achieve in your backyard environment. Look at photos of pools or spas online or
visit friends that have pools to see what they have incorporated. It will give you ideas
of what you like and do not like and then you can have a much better conversation
with your remodeler.
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